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1 Introduction
In the last few years there has been considerable progress in the analytical evaluation of
partition functions and observables of supersymmetric gauge theories in different dimen-
sions on certain compact manifolds equipped with suitable metrics. The common theme
of these computations is localization. Localization is a long-known property of supersym-
metric and topological theories, by virtue of which semi-classical approximation becomes,
in certain cases, exact [1–3]. In more recent times this property has been exploited with
considerable success in the work by Pestun [4] and in many following papers. In Pestun’s
approach no twisting of supersymmetry is performed. One rather seeks for manifolds and
metrics supporting (generalized) covariantly constant spinors which ensure that certain
supersymmetry global charges are unbroken. The global supersymmetry charges, even if
spinorial in character, function essentially as topological BRST charges. Under favourable
conditions one can choose a Lagrangian for which the semi-classical computation in the
supersymmetric background is exact.
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In three dimensions, a host of results is available. Explicit exact computations have
been performed for 3-spheres, both with round and “squashed” metrics, and for Lens spaces.
The best understood case is the one for which the complex conjugate of the (generalized)
covariantly constant spinor is also covariantly constant. This is referred to as the “real” case
in [5]. In all these cases the existence of (generalized) convariantly constant spinors implies
in turn the existence of a Seifert structure on the 3-manifold. This refers to 3-manifolds
with an almost contact metric structure and associated Reeb Killing vector field.
As a matter of fact Seifert 3-manifolds had already made their appearance earlier, in
the study of non-supersymmetric pure Chern-Simons (CS) gauge theories. It was discov-
ered first “experimentally” [6, 7] and then explained using various approaches by different
authors [8, 9] that the semiclassical approximation for CS theories becomes exact precisely
for Seifert 3-manifolds. Later, starting from [10], this result was rederived by considering
the supersymmetric extension of CS: indeed this model is equivalent, after integrating out
non-dynamical auxiliary fields, to the bosonic theory. In this way, computability of CS on
Seifert manifolds was brought within the more general paradigm of convariantly constant
spinors and localization.
In some cases, it is possible to perform localization computations not just for a single
isolated Seifert structure, but for families of Seifert metrics depending on some continuous
parameters. A significant example is provided by the squashed metric on the 3-sphere [11].1
In those instances the partition function (and the observables) turns out to depend non-
trivially on (some of) those parameters. Take for example the case of (supersymmetric)
Chern-Simons theory on the squashed spheres, with the metric
ds2 = g¯µν(x; b) dx
µ ⊗ dxν = (sin2 θ + b4 cos2 θ) dθ2 + cos2 θ dφ21 + b4 sin2 θ dφ22 . (1.1)
At first sight, the fact that the partition function is a non-trivial function of the squashing
parameter b2 is not, per se, surprising. Indeed, even if CS theory is topological at classical
level, topological invariance is anomalous at quantum level [13]. This means that the
quantum CS action does depend on the background metric in a way which is controlled by
the anomaly functional:
δΓCS[gµν ] =
c
6
∫
M3
A
(3)
1 [gµν , ψµν ] =
c
6
∫
M3
ǫµνρRαµ Dν ψρα d
3x , (1.2)
where ψµν = δgµν is the variation of the metric and c is a computable anomaly coefficient.
However, if one plugs both the squashed metric (1.1) and its variation ψµν = b ∂b gµν into
the anomaly form (1.2), one finds that the anomaly vanishes identically
A
(3)
1 [gµν(x; b), b ∂b gµν ] = 0 . (1.3)
In this work we will solve this conundrum: we will see that the vanishing of the topological
anomaly for the squashed spheres is compatible with the non-trivial dependence of the
1In this paper, we will consider the squashing of the 3-sphere that in [11] is referred to as the “less
familiar” one. This is the squashing that preserves only the U(1) × U(1) isometry. A related deformation
of the round sphere, the branched sphere S3q , is discussed in [12].
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partition function on the squashing parameter. As a matter of fact, we will show that the
topological anomaly captures the precise dependence of the partition function on b. We will
extend this results to generic three-dimensional supersymmetric theories, with both Yang-
Mills and Chern-Simons terms in the action (YM+CS), involving vector multiplets only.
The resolution of our puzzle will require understanding the appropriate renormaliza-
tion prescription for quantum effective actions on Seifert manifolds. The time-honored
method to identify the renormalization prescriptions associated to certain symmetries is
to introduce backgrounds fields which act as sources for the currents associated to those
symmetries. This approach has been forcefully advocated more recently in the specific
context of supersymmetric gauge theories in [14] and in several following papers.
We also will introduce backgrounds, but our treatment will differ from the one which
has become common in the literature on localization of the last few years. Instead of cou-
pling the supersymmetric gauge theory to supergravity, we will first consider its topological
version and then couple it to topological gravity.
This will have the advantage of obtaining the Seifert condition for global supersymme-
try in the most straightforward way by avoiding all the complications of spinors. Moreover
and most importantly the topological gravity formulation will make immediate to identify
the subsets of the topological transformations which preserve the Seifert structure. These
topological Seifert BRST transformations lead to a cohomological characterization of the
geometrical moduli which affect the partition function. We compute the cohomology which
parametrizes Seifert moduli in section 7.
In the Seifert context the topological (also known as “framing”) anomaly is BRST
trivial [8]. In this paper we compute explicitly the corresponding local Wess-Zumino (WZ)
functional. To our knowledge, this has not been done before. We will call this functional
the Seifert WZ action and write it down in eq. (6.23). The Seifert WZ action is a local
functional which is invariant under Seifert-preserving reparametrizations and whose BRST
variation equals the topological anomaly for Seifert manifolds. We will use the Seifert WZ
action to derive the dependence on the Seifert moduli of the quantum action directly from
the anomalous Ward identity associated to the topological anomaly. Our computation will
be manifestly regularization and gauge independent: we will do it without the need of
computing explicitly any functional determinant.
Let us clarify the relationship between our Seifert WZ action and the CS gravitational
functional. It is well known that the topological anomaly (1.2) can be expressed, for generic
(i.e. also non-Seifert) 3-manifolds, as a BRST variation
A
(3)
1 = sΓ
(3)
GCS[g] (1.4)
where Γ
(3)
GCS[g] is the 3-dimensional gravitational Chern-Simons action
Γ
(3)
GCS[g] = Tr
(
1
2
Γ dΓ +
1
3
Γ3
)
(1.5)
Γ
(3)
GCS[g] is not a globally defined 3-form and thus it is not a legitimate Wess-Zumino local
action. This is why A
(3)
1 is a genuine anomaly (for generic 3-manifolds). It is possibile how-
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ever to trade full2 reparametrization invariance with topological invariance by considering
the renormalization prescription in which one subtracts the gravitational CS action from
the non-local quantum action ΓCS[g]. The resulting renormalized action
Γ˜CS[g] = ΓCS[g]− Γ(3)GCS[g] (1.6)
is topological (i.e. it is independent of the metric) but it is not fully reparametrization
invariant: it depends on the framing. The fact that the topological anomaly, when evalu-
ated for the squashed sphere background, vanishes (eq. (1.3)), means that the gravitational
Chern-Simons action, when evaluated on the same background, is a constant independent
of b. Hence eq. (1.6) implies that also the non-local quantum action ΓCS[g] evaluated for
the squashed sphere is b-independent. In other words the gravitational CS action does not
capture the dependence of the partition function on the squashing parameter. As we will
explain in detail in section 6, the reason for this is that the gravitational CS action is not the
counterterm appropriate for renormalizing supersymmetric theories on Seifert manifolds.
The correct counterterm is the one which respects the relevant — reparametrization and
topological — Seifert simmetries: and it is precisely our Seifert Wess-Zumino action. In
appendix B we show that the gravitational CS action and the Seifert Wess-Zumino action
differ by a total derivative which does not integrate to zero on Seifert manifolds.
In the supergravity context, the gravitational CS action (1.5) admits a supersymmetric
extension which has been discussed in [15, 16]. We will show in appendix C that also this
supergravity CS local action does not capture the correct dependence on the Seifert moduli,
for the same reason mentioned in the paragraph above: the counterterm which respects the
Seifert symmetry is a supersymmetrization of our Seifert WZ action (6.23) which involves
both gravitational and gauge fields. The correct b-dependence of the quantum action is
obtained by taking the difference of the supergravity CS action evaluated for the squashed
background and the supersymmetric Seifert WZ action. In the same appendix we also
show that the gauge counterterm which supersymmetrize the Seifert WZ action (6.23)
does not contribute to the overall moduli dependence of the partition function. The full
moduli dependence is still captured by the same Seifert WZ action which emerges in the
topological gravity framework. In this way we verify directly that both the topological and
the supergravity language lead to the same answer.
2 Coupling 3d Chern-Simons to topological gravity
The classical Chern-Simons action [17–21] is
ΓCS =
∫
M3
Tr
[
1
2
AdA+
1
3
A3
]
, (2.1)
where
A = Aaµ T
a dxµ (2.2)
2By full reparametrization invariance we mean invariance under both “small” and “large” coordinate
transformations.
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is a 1-form gauge field on a closed 3-manifoldM3. T
a, with a = 1, . . . , dimG, are generators
of the Lie algebra of the simple, connected and simply connected gauge group G. Gauge
invariance leads to the nilpotent BRST transformation rules3
S0A = −D c , S0 c = −c2 , (2.3)
where c = ca T a is the ghost field carrying ghost number +1 and D c ≡ d c+ [A, c]+ is the
covariant differential.
The classical action (2.1) is both invariant under diffeomorphisms and independent of
the 3-dimensional background metric gµν . In order to study the fate in the quantum theory
of this global topological symmetry one must couple the theory to suitable backgrounds.
This has been done in [22] where it is explained that the backgrounds appropriate for the
topological symmetry in question are those of equivariant topological gravity [23–26]
s gµν = ψµν − Lξ gµν , s ψµν = Lγ gµν − Lξ ψµν ,
s ξµ = γµ − 1
2
Lξ ξµ , s γµ = −Lξ γµ , (2.4)
where ξµ is the ghost of reparametrizations of ghost number +1, ψµν is the topological
gravitino of ghost number +1 and γµ is the ghost-for-ghost of ghost number +2.
The coupling to background topological gravity induces both deformations in the
BRST transformations of the matter fields and extra terms in the action. It also requires
introducing new matter fields A˜ and c˜ which sit in the same BRST multiplet as c and A.
A˜ and c˜ are Lie algebra-valued 2 and 3-forms
A˜ = (A˜)aµν T
a dxµ dxν , c˜ = (c˜)aµνρ T
a dxµ dxν dxρ , (2.5)
of ghost number −1 and −2 respectively. All the matter fields fit niceley into a single
super-field, or polyform, A,
A ≡ c+A+ A˜+ c˜ (2.6)
whose total fermionic number, given by the form degree plus ghost number, is +1.4 The ac-
tion of the BRST transformation on the supermultiplet (2.6) before coupling to topological
gravity writes in the compact form
δ0A+A2 = 0 , (2.7)
where
δ0 = S0 + d , δ
2
0 = 0 (2.8)
is the “rigid” coboundary operator of total fermion number +1. It is immediate to check
that (2.7) reduces to (2.4) when restricted to the fields c and A.
3We will adopt the convention that BRST operator S0 anti-commutes with the exterior differential d.
4The benefit of polyforms for analyzing the BRST structure of flat Chern-Simons theory was first pointed
out in [27].
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To describe the coupling to topological gravity it is convenient to consider the operator
S ≡ s+ Lξ , (2.9)
rather than the nilpotent BRST operator s. On the functionals of the backgrounds inde-
pendent of ξµ, S satisfies
S2 = Lγ (2.10)
and it is therefore nilpotent on the space of equivariant functionals of the topological gravity
multiplet.
After these preliminaries, one discovers that the coboundary operator appropriate to
describe the BRST transformation rules of the system after coupling to topological gravity
is simply
δ ≡ S + d− iγ , δ2 = 0 , (2.11)
where δ writes in the same form as the rigid ones
δA+A2 = 0 . (2.12)
When written for the component fields, these transformations become
s c = −c2 − Lξ c+ iγ(A) ,
sA = −D c− Lξ A+ iγ(A˜) ,
s A˜ = −[A˜, c]− Lξ A˜− F + iγ(c˜) ,
s c˜ = −[c˜, c]− Lξ c˜−D A˜ . (2.13)
The action also gets modified after coupling to topological gravity: one can check that
ΓCS+t.g. = ΓCS +
1
2
∫
M3
Tr iγ(A˜) A˜ , (2.14)
is invariant by transforming both the fields according to (2.13) and the backgrounds ac-
cording to (2.4).
The fields A˜ and c˜ have a natural interpretation, in the Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism,
as the anti-fields of A and c. In this traditional BV framework, which is the one adopted
in [22, 27], the action Γ should be supplemented with the canonical piece for all the fields
and backgrounds:
Γcan =
∫
Σ
s c c˜+ sA A˜+ s A˜ A˜+ s c˜ c˜+ s gµν g˜
µν + sψµν ψ˜
µν + s γµ γ˜µ . (2.15)
The full BV action
ΓBV = ΓCS+t.g. + Γcan , (2.16)
generates the BRST transformations of both fields and anti-fields via the familiar BV
formulas.
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However in this paper we will argue that an alternative — although exotic — point of
view is available in our context. In the approach that we propose A˜ and c˜ are independent
auxiliary fields whose function is to close the BRST transformations off-shell : at the same
time, our action we will be just ΓCS+t.g., not the full ΓBV.
This approach is consistent since the BRST transformations close on the fields
(c, A, A˜, c˜) and leave ΓCS+t.g. invariant. Of course, in the formulation in which (A˜, c˜)
are auxiliary fields, ΓCS+t.g. maintains the original non-abelian gauge symmetry, which,
eventually, will have to be fixed: both the gauge non-abelian symmetry and the global
vector supersymmetry associated to the topological invariance of the matter theory are
captured by the BRST symmetry in (2.13). In other words, the anti-fields of the BV for-
mulation can be reinterpreted as the auxiliary fields which are necessary to close the global
supersymmetry algebra of the supersymmetric CS, after twisting that supersymmetry to
obtain a topological model.
As a matter of fact, the 3d action (2.14) has more local gauge invariance than just the
standard non-abelian gauge invariance: it is invariant also under the fermionic local sym-
metry
A˜ → A˜+ iγ(χ) , (2.17)
where χ is a fermionic scalar gauge parameter in the adjoint of the gauge group. Thus, the
commuting field c˜ can be viewed as the ghost associated to this additional local symmetry.
This extra gauge invariance is fixed by replacing ΓCS+t.g. with
Γ′CS+t.g. = ΓCS+t.g. + s
∫
M3
Tr
(
b ∗ iγ(∗A˜)
)
= ΓCS +
1
2
∫
M3
Tr iγ(A˜) A˜+
∫
M3
Tr
[
Λ ∗ iγ(∗A˜)− b ∗ iγ(∗ iγ(c˜)) + b ∗ iγ(∗F )
]
+
∫
M3
d3xψµν ǫ
αβµ γν Tr b A˜αβ , (2.18)
where b is a 0-form anti-ghost of ghost number -2,
s b = −Lξ b− [c, b] + Λ , sΛ = −Lξ Λ− [c,Λ] + iγ(D b) , (2.19)
Λ is a Lagrange multiplier of ghost number -1 and ∗ is the Hodge dual with respect to the
background metric gµν .
Summarizing: the action Γ′CS+t.g. has the background topological supersymmetry cap-
tured by (2.4) and (2.13) and no other local gauge-invariance beyond the standard non-
abelian gauge invariance: A˜ and c˜ can now be consistently thought of as auxiliary, non
propagating, fields rather than anti-fields.
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3 Coupling 3d topological YM with CS term to topological gravity
The 3d topological YM theory is characterized by the BRST transformations
S0 c = −c2 + σ ,
S0A = −D c+Ψ ,
S0Ψ = −[c,Ψ]−Dσ ,
S0 σ = −[c, σ] , (3.1)
Ψ is a fermionic 1-form of ghost number 1 and σ a bosonic 0-form of ghost number 2. Both
of them are in the adjoint of the gauge group. It is convenient to introduce a super-field
or polyform of total fermionic number (ghost number + form degree) equal to 2:
F = F +Ψ+ σ . (3.2)
The transformations (3.1) write in a nice compact form in terms of the “rigid” coboundary
operator δ0 = S0 + d
F = δ0AYM +A2YM , (3.3)
where
AYM = c+A . (3.4)
It is important to observe that the super-field or polyform containing the gauge connec-
tion which is appropriate for the YM theory is not the same as the connection polyform
A (2.6) of CS.
Let us again denote by s the nilpotent BRST operator after coupling to topological
gravity. As seen in the previous section, it is convenient to introduce the operator
SYM ≡ s+ Lξ , S2YM = Lξ , (3.5)
where ξ is the ghost associated to reparametrizations. The coboundary operator for topo-
logical YM coupled to topological gravity is again given by a formula identical to (2.11)
δYM ≡ SYM + d− iγ , δ2YM = 0 , (3.6)
with δYM satisfying
F = δYMAYM +A2YM . (3.7)
These transformations write in components:
SYM c = −c2 + iγ(A) + σ ,
SYMA = −D c+Ψ ,
SYMΨ = −[c,Ψ] + iγ(F )−Dσ ,
SYM σ = −[c, σ] + iγ(Ψ) . (3.8)
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Finally, the action of pure topological YM consists only of a s-trivial term:
ΓYM+t.g. = SYM χ . (3.9)
As just remarked, the superfield (3.4) appropriate for YM theory is quite different from
the corresponding polyform relevant for Chern-Simons theory. However, we will now show
that it is possibile to recast the topological YM BRST transformations purely in terms
of the Chern-Simons superfield A. To this end, let us pick a contact structure k on the
3-manifold, M3 which is dual to the background vector field γ
µ:
iγ(k) = 1 , Lγ k = 0 . (3.10)
1-forms ω on M3 are naturally decomposed along the horizontal and vertical directions
as follows
ω = k ωV + ωH , (3.11)
where
ωV ≡ iγ(ω) , iγ(ωH) = 0 . (3.12)
Let us therefore decompose the fermionic 1-form Ψ of the topological YM multiplet ac-
cording to
Ψ ≡ k ζ +ΨH , (3.13)
with iγ(Ψ) = ζ. Since any horizontal form is iγ-exact
ΨH = iγ(A˜) , (3.14)
we have
Ψ ≡ k ζ + iγ(A˜) , (3.15)
where A˜ is a 2-form of ghost number -1. Note that the decomposition (3.15) is not unique
and it has the gauge invariance
A˜ → A˜+ iγ(c˜) . (3.16)
When written in terms of ζ and A˜ the YM topological transformations (3.8) rewrite as
SYM c = −c2 + iγ(A) + σ ,
SYMA = −Dc+ iγ(A˜) + k ζ ,
SYM A˜ = −[c, A˜]− F + iγ(c˜) + kD σ ,
SYM c˜ = −[c, c˜]−D A˜− [σ, A˜] + k dk ζ ,
SYM σ = −[c, σ] + ζ ,
SYM ζ = −[c, ζ] + iγ(Dσ) , (3.17)
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where we introduced the ghost-for-ghost c˜ to take into account the gauge-invariance (3.16).
When written in this form, the emergence of the CS superfield
A = AYM + A˜+ c˜ (3.18)
becomes apparent. Indeed the transformations (3.17) can be expressed entirely in
terms of A:
δYMA+A2 = Φ , (3.19)
where Φ is the polyform of total ghost number +2
Φ = σ + k ζ + kD σ + k
(
dk ζ − [σ, A˜]) . (3.20)
eq. (3.19) is perfectly equivalent to the original (3.8): by means of the decomposition
associated to the contact form k, it was possible to reformulate the topological YM trans-
formations in 3d in terms of the full CS multiplet.
The important observation now is that it is possible to recast (3.19) in the CS-form
δYMA′(A) +A′(A)2 = 0 , (3.21)
where
A′(A) ≡ A+Θ ,
Θ ≡ k σ + k dk σ . (3.22)
The relation (3.21) shows that the YM BRST operator δYM has the same algebraic content
as the CS BRST operator δ. As a matter of fact one sees from (3.17) that δYM differs from
the CS δ only because it also includes, on top of the CS transformations, the shift symmetry
A → A+ k ζ (3.23)
together with σ, the BRST partner of ζ. This shift symmetry was originally introduced
in [8], to explain localization of CS theory on Seifert manifolds.
Since ζ, σ make a trivial BRST doublet, the physical content of δYM and δ is the same.
Indeed, from (3.22) one derives the identity
SYM Γ[A′(A)] = SCS Γ[A]
∣∣∣
A→A′(A)
. (3.24)
Thus, given any action Γ[A] invariant under the CS BRST operator SCS, we can obtain an
action invariant under SYM by performing the substitutions
c′ = c , A′ = A+ k σ , A˜′ = A˜ , c˜′ = c˜+ k dk σ . (3.25)
In particular from the SCS-invariant action (2.14), one obtains the SYM invariant action
Γ˜CS[A, A˜, σ] = ΓCS[A+ k σ] +
1
2
∫
M3
Tr iγ(A˜) A˜ , (3.26)
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which is equivalent to the CS action coupled to topological gravity backgrounds. This
action is essentially the same as the Beasley-Witten’s action [8]. In the symplectic formal-
ism of [8] the term quadratic in A˜ is interpreted as the symplectic 2-form on the space of
connections living on the base of the Seifert fibration. In our approach this term emerges
naturally from the coupling to the topological backgrounds.
Summarizing, it is possible to include a CS-term in the action for the topological YM
gauge theory coupled to topological gravity: this is given in (3.26). The total action of the
topological YM+CS system coupled to the topological gravity backgrounds has therefore
the form
ΓYM+CS+t.g. = SYM χ+ ΓCS[A+ k σ] +
1
2
∫
M3
Tr iγ(A˜) A˜ . (3.27)
4 The supersymmetric point
The quantum partition function of the topological YM + CS system in presence of topo-
logical gravity backgrounds5
Z[gµν , ψµν , γ
µ] =
∫
[dAdA˜ dc˜ dσ dζ] e−ΓYM+CS+t.g. , (4.1)
is an equivariant functional of the topological gravity multiplet. This means that it is both
independent of ξµ and invariant under reparametrizations. At classical level it satisfies the
Ward identity
sZ[gµν , ψµν , γ
µ] = S Z[gµν , ψµν , γ
µ] = 0 , (4.2)
which can be — and actually is — broken by quantum anomalies. We postpone the
discussion regarding quantum topological anomalies to section 6.
We can now look for bosonic backgrounds which are left invariant by S:
ψ¯µν = 0 , Lγ¯ g¯µν ≡ D¯µ γ¯ν + D¯ν γ¯µ = 0 . (4.3)
The second equation above says that the superghost background γ¯µ(x) is a Killing vector of
the 3-dimensional metric g¯µν(x). These geometrical data define a so-called Seifert structure
on a 3-dimensional manifold [8]. We see therefore that supersymmetric YM+CS theories
admitting a rigid topological supersymmetry are precisely those defined on 3-dimensional
Seifert manifolds. Hence one anticipates that supersymmetric YM+CS theories on Seifert
manifolds enjoy localization properties [4]. This fact, originally discovered in a “phe-
nomenological” way in [6, 7], has been subsequently explained using various approaches
by different authors [8, 10]. In our approach this follows straighforwardly from the BRST
trasformations of topological gravity.
5The notation in (4.1) is schematic: we did not include explicitly the ghost sector which fixes the standard
YM gauge invariance.
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The topological YM+CS action on a fixed Seifert manifold
Γ¯ = SYM χ+ ΓCS[A+ k σ] +
∫
M3
Tr
[
1
2
iγ¯(A˜) A˜+ Λ ∗ iγ¯(∗A˜) + b ∗ iγ¯(∗ iγ¯(c˜+ k dk σ))
+b ∗ iγ¯(∗ (F +D (k σ)))
]
, (4.4)
is therefore invariant under the following BRST transformations which encode both gauge-
invariance and global topological supersymmetry
SYM c = −c2 + iγ¯(A) + σ ,
SYMA = −Dc+ iγ¯(A˜) + k ζ ,
SYM A˜ = −[c, A˜]− F + iγ¯(c˜) + kD σ ,
SYM c˜ = −[c, c˜]−D A˜− [σ, A˜] + k dk ζ ,
SYM σ = −[c, σ] + ζ ,
SYM ζ = −[c, ζ] + iγ¯(Dσ) . (4.5)
5 The relation between topological and physical supersymmetry
The rigid topological theory that we obtained by coupling topological YM+CS to topo-
logical gravity computes certain (semi)-topological observables of the “physical” globally
supersymmetric YM+CS theory living on the same manifold. In particular the topological
partition function, which is the object that we consider in this paper, is the same as the
superpartition function of the “physical” theory, i.e. the partition function with supersym-
metric boundary conditions on both bosons and fermions. Indeed, as we mentioned in the
introduction, the almost totality of the computations of those (semi)-topological observ-
ables performed in recent years, were developed directly in the context of the “physical”
theory with spinorial supercharges. We argued in the introduction that the topological
gravity viewpoint provides some benefits, both conceptual and practical. For starters, we
just saw in the previous section that the Seifert condition emerges from topological gravity
directly — without the necessity to go through covariantly constant spinors [10], add extra
symmetries [8], or pick up ingenious gauges [9]. But, above all, the coupling to topolog-
ical gravity will allow us, in the next sections, to compute the moduli dependence of the
partition function of supersymmetric YM+CS theory (involving only vector multiplets)
by solving the anomalous topological Ward identities, in a completely regularization and
gauge independent way.
In this section we will describe more precisely the relation between the topological
YM+CS obtained via the coupling to topological gravity and “physical”, spinorial, super-
symmetric theory. We will also elucidate how the action that emerges from topological
gravity encompasses the topological actions which were introduced in either [8] or [31].
Supersymmetric CS (SCS) theory on curved space has been studied starting from [10],
who considered the special example of S3. The supersymmetric extension of the CS action
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in flat space [29] writes
ΓSCS = ΓCS +
∫
d3xTr
(
Dσ − 1
2
λ† λ
)
, (5.1)
where the scalars D, σ and the Dirac spinor λ are in the adjoint of the gauge group. Since
D, σ and λ are auxiliary non-dynamical fields, supersymmetric CS theory (5.1) is physically
equivalent to pure CS theory. The action (5.1) is invariant under the global supersymmetry
transformations which have the structure
δ ≡ δǫ + δǫ¯ , (5.2)
where
δǫAµ = − i
2
λ† γµ ǫ ,
δǫ σ = −1
2
λ† ǫ ,
δǫD = − i
2
Dµλ
† γµ ǫ+
i
2
[λ†, σ] ǫ ,
δǫ λ = −i√g ǫµνρ γρ Fµν −D ǫ+ i γµDµ σ ǫ ,
δǫ λ
† = 0 , (5.3)
and δǫ¯Φ = (δǫΦ)
†, for any field Φ ∈ {A, σ,D, λ, λ†}.
The classical action of ordinary, non supersymmetric, CS action has the peculiarity of
being invariant under local diffeomorphisms without the need of introducing a space-time
metric. This means that one can study quantum CS theory on any fixed curved manifold:
topological invariance of CS theory must be thought of as a global symmetry, in the sense
that one does not need to integrate over space-time metrics to make sense of the quantum
theory. This global symmetry is actually broken by anomalies: but, precisely because one is
dealing with a global symmetry, this does not spoil the consistency of the quantum theory.
One might imagine that, by analogy, SCS theory might be made invariant under local
supersymmetry transformations without the need of explicitly introducing supergravity
backgrounds. If this were so, SCS could be formulated consistently on any manifolds. Let
us discuss why this is not the case.
The standard recipe for putting a generic supersymmetric theory on a curved manifold
is to first couple it to supergravity, by promoting the global supersymmetry transforma-
tions (5.3) to local ones. For the SCS theory, this would mean in principle to couple (5.1)
to the Noether supercurrents
Sµ =
i
2
λ† γµ σ , S¯µ = − i
2
γµ λσ , (5.4)
by changing the action
ΓcurvedSCS = ΓSCS + ψ
†
µ S¯
µ + Sµ ψµ + · · · , (5.5)
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where ψµ is the gravitino field and the dots denote the higher order terms of the Noether
procedure. The coupled action ΓcurvedSCS is invariant — at linearized level — under local
supersymmetry transformations (5.3) of the fields if the gravitino background also trans-
forms as
δǫ ψµ = Dµǫ+ · · · , δǫ¯ ψ†µ = Dµǫ† + · · · . (5.6)
However SCS theory is “almost” topological. This is reflected by the fact that the super-
currents (5.4) vanish on shell
Sµ = i α
δ ΓSCS
δλ
γµ σ +
i
2
(1− α)λ† γµ δ ΓSCS
δD
, (5.7)
where α is an arbitrary parameter. Since, when ǫ is space-dependent, the supersymmetry
variation of the flat space action writes in terms of the supercurrents as follows
(
δǫ + δǫ¯
)
ΓSCS =
∫
d3x
(
SµDµ ǫ+Dµ ǫ
† S¯µ
)
=
=
∫
d3x
(
i α
δ ΓSCS
δλ
γµ σ +
i
2
(1− α)λ† γµ δ ΓSCS
δD
)
Dµ ǫ+ c.c. , (5.8)
one sees there is an alternative way to make (the diffeomorphism invariant extension of)
ΓSCS locally supersymmetric. This alternative method does not require introducing the
gravitino: thanks to on-shell vanishing of the supercurrents one can simply modify the
supersymmetry variations of λ, λ† and D
δ˜ǫ λ = δǫ λ+ i α γ
µDµ ǫ σ ,
δ˜ǫD = δǫD − i
2
(1− α)λ† γµDµ ǫ , (5.9)
where the covariant derivatives are those appropriate to the chosen curved manifold.
Then, (5.8) is obviously equivalent to
δ˜ǫ ΓSCS = δ˜ǫ¯ ΓSCS = 0 , (5.10)
for space-time dependent ǫ’s.
The trouble with this “alternative” way to make the supersymmetry local is that, for
α arbitrary and for generic manifolds, the local supersymmetry algebra does not close. By
analyzing the supersymmetry commutation relations one discovers [32] that closure of the
algebra requires both that the condition
α =
2
3
(5.11)
is met and that the space-time dependence of ǫ be restricted by the differential equation
γµ γν DµDν ǫ = h ǫ . (5.12)
One concludes that CS theory with rigid supersymmetry can be constructed only on man-
ifolds for which solutions of eq. (5.12) exist. For those special manifolds one can obtain
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the corresponding rigid supersymmetry transformations by replacing in (5.9) the spinors
which solve eq. (5.12).
The lesson of this discussion is that, even for the “almost topological” supersymmetric
CS theories one cannot neglect the coupling of the (classically vanishing) supercurrents
to the supergravity backgrounds. Indeed it has since been understood [5, 30] that the
conditions (5.11) and (5.12) are to be interpreted, in a model independent way, as the
equations for the vanishing of the supersymmetry variation of the gravitino background
δǫ ψµ = δǫ¯ ψ
†
µ = 0 . (5.13)
The nice feature of eqs. (5.13), which are readily seen to imply (5.12), is their universality:
they do not depend on the specific theory one is considering and they characterize manifolds
on which field theories with global supersymmetry may be constructed. The specific form
of supersymmetry does instead depend on both the solution of (5.13) and the form of the
coupling of the supergravity multiplet to the theory at hand.
It can be shown that in the real case when a solution ǫ of δǫ ψµ = 0 defines by
conjugation a solution of δǫ¯ ψ
†
µ = 0, the vector
γ¯µ = ǫ† Γµ ǫ (5.14)
is a (real) Killing vector of the underlying 3-manifold
Dµ γ¯ν +Dν γ¯µ = 0 . (5.15)
This explains in particular why CS theories on 3-manifolds admitting a U(1) action —
known as Seifert 3-manifolds — enjoy the localization property which was originally dis-
covered in [6, 7] in an experimental way. We have seen that in our topological approach, the
Seifert condition (5.15) emerged directly from the topological gravity BRST transformation
laws, with no reference to (generalized) covariantly constant spinors.
We can consider also the supersymmetric YM action in the SCS theory:
ΓSCS+SYM = ΓSCS + ΓSYM , (5.16)
where6
ΓSYM = Tr
[
1
4
F 2µν+
1
2
DµσD
µ σ+
1
2
(
D+
σ
r
)2
+
i
2
λ†γµDµλ+
i
2
λ† [σ, λ]− 1
4 r
λ† λ
]
. (5.17)
This latter action is not only invariant under the global supersymmetry transforma-
tions (5.3), (5.9), (5.13), but also supersymmetric exact
ǫ† ǫLYM = δ˜ǫ δ˜ǫ¯Tr 1
4
(
λ† λ− 2Dσ) . (5.18)
Therefore, cohomologically, the SCS+SYM system is equivalent to SCS theory.
6The parameter r which appears in this formula is the radius of the S1 of the Seifert fibration.
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The supersymmetric SCS+SYM on a fixed Seifert manifold can be twisted to give a
model with a topological rigid symmetry. This was done in [31]. The physical supersym-
metric vector multiplet (5.3) includes a Dirac fermion λ which has 4 real components. After
the twist of [31], three of those form the topological gaugino Ψ. This, together with the
scalar σ and the gauge connection A form the multiplet of topological YM. The twisted
supersymmetry transformations of this supermultiplet turn out to have the form (3.8), in
which the topological gravity field γµ is replaced by the Reeb vector field γ¯µ. The remain-
ing fermion gives rise to a scalar α of ghost number +1 which form, together with the
auxiliary scalar field D of ghost number +2, an additional BRST trivial doublet,
SYM α = −[c, α] + D +X(A, σ) ,
SYMD = −[c,D] + iγ¯ Dα+ [σ, α]− S˜ X(A, σ) . (5.19)
Note that SYM is nilpotent for any choice of the scalar function X(A, σ) of ghost number
2. The twist of the physical supersymmetric theory gives rise to a specific choice for
X(A, σ). We keep it arbitrary for the moment, to better explain the connections with
other approaches.
The additional BRST trivial doublet (α,D) can function as an antighost-Lagrange
multiplier pair, by adding to the SYM invariant action (3.26) an SYM-trivial term
Γ′CS = ΓCS[A+ k σ] +
1
2
∫
M3
kTrΨΨ+ SYM
∫
M3
k dkTrασ . (5.20)
One can pick
X(A, σ) = 0 . (5.21)
With this choice the gauge-fixing term in (5.20) fixes the Beasley-Witten shift-symmetry:
integrating out D puts σ to zero and integrating out α sets ζ = 0 and thus Ψ = iγ(A˜). We
recover in this way our original CS action (2.14).
The twist of the physical SCS action (5.1) discussed in [31] gives instead the
X(A, σ) =
k F
k dk
+ σ = iγ(∗F ) + σ . (5.22)
Note that the choice of X(A, σ) introduces a spurious dependence of the BRST operator
on the metric compatible with the vector field γ¯µ which defines the Seifert structure. This
dependence should of course drop out in physical observables, but this is not explicit in
the framework of [31]. The reason of course is that twisting a physical supersymmetric
action corresponds to make a specific choice for the gauge-fixing term of the topological
action. This, although sometimes convenient to perform explicit computations, leads to
gauge-dependent BRST transformations, somehow obscuring the geometric content of the
topological symmetry. One appealing feature of our treatment is that it makes manifest
that the theory only depends on the Seifert structure.
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6 Topological Anomaly for Seifert manifolds
The classical Ward identity (4.2) can be broken by quantum anomalies
S logZ[gµν , ψµν , γ
µ] ≡ S
∫
M3
iΓ[gµν ] =
c
6
∫
M3
i A
(3)
1 [gµν , ψµν ] . (6.1)
where c is the anomaly coefficient. The topological anomaly describes therefore the response
of the quantum action density Γ[gµν ] of the YM+CS topological system under a generic
variation of the metric δgµν ≡ ψµν
δ
∫
M3
Γ[gµν ] =
c
6
∫
M3
A
(3)
1 [gµν , δgµν ] . (6.2)
The topological anomaly 3-form A
(3)
1 is a local cohomology class of ghost number +1 of
the BRST operator of topological gravity, which must satisfy the Wess-Zumino consis-
tency condition
S A
(3)
1 [gµν , ψµν ] = −dA(2)2 [gµν , ψµν , γµ] . (6.3)
Topological anomalies in any dimensions were classified in [22]. In 3 dimensions we have a
single representative of ghost number +1
A
(3)
1 [gµν , ψµν ] = ǫ
µνρRαµ Dν ψρα d
3x , (6.4)
From the structure of the anomaly, it is clear that the parity invariant topological YM
part of the action cannot contribute to c. A non-trivial c can only come from the CS part
ΓCS+t.g. of the action. Since this theory is equivalent to bosonic CS, we conclude that c is
nothing but the coefficient of the framing anomaly of pure bosonic CS. For SU(N) gauge
theories this has been computed in [13]:7
cSU(N) =
1
4π
N2 − 1
k
(6.5)
3-dimensional diffeomorphisms are not anomalous. Hence, there exists a renormal-
ization prescription which gives rise to an effective (non-local) action Γ[gµν ] which trans-
forms as a 3-form under 3-dimensional generic diffeomorphisms. To express this condition,
it is useful to introduce the Bardeen-Zumino BRST operator Sdiff [33] associated to 3-
dimensional diffeomorphisms:
Sdiff = Lξ − {iξ, d} , S2diff = 0 , (6.6)
where ξ = ξµ ∂µ is the reparametrization ghost in 3-dimensions, and Lξ denotes the action
of the Lie derivative along ξ on the metric gµν . The equation
Sdiff Γ[gµν ] = 0 , (6.7)
7In this section we introduced a factor k
2pi
in the normalization of the Chern-Simons action, to make it
gauge-invariant modulo 2pi. Notice also that the parameter k which appears in this and in the following
formulas should be taken as the “shifted” l+2, with respect to the level l of the Kac-Moody current algebra
whose conformal blocks map to the states obtained from canonically quantizing the theory.
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precisely expresses the fact that the quantum action density Γ[gµν ] transforms as 3-form
under reparametrizations.
After these preliminaries, let us now make our main observation: when consider-
ing YM+CS topological theories on Seifert manifolds, one relaxes the request (6.7) of
full 3-dimensional reparametrization invariance. One is satisfied with invariance under
reparametrizations which preserve the Seifert structure: these are reparametrizations whose
ghost fields ξµ commute with the Reeb vector γ¯µ. Let us denote by
SSeifdiff = LξSeif − {iξSeif , d} , LξSeif γ¯ = 0 , (6.8)
the Bardeen-Zumino BRST operator associated to diffeomorphisms preserving γ¯µ. One
also restricts the topological gravity background fields to those left invariant under Lγ¯
Lγ¯ gµν = Lγ¯ ψµν = Lγ¯ γµ = 0 . (6.9)
To parametrize solutions of (6.9) it is useful to introduce systems of coordinates adapted
to the Seifert structure associated to γ¯µ:
(ds)2M = e
σ k ⊗ k + gij dxi ⊗ dxj =
= eσ dy ⊗ dy + 2 eσ ai dxi ⊗ dy + (gij + eσ ai aj) dxi ⊗ dxj , (6.10)
where k is the contact 1-form
k ≡ dy + ai dxi , (6.11)
dual to the Reeb vector field
iγ¯(k) = 1 , (6.12)
σ, gij and ai are fields on the two-dimensional surface Σ2, associated to the Seifert fibration
π : M → Σ2. The invariant ψµν are analogously parametrized by fermions ζ, ψij and ψi
living on Σ2, defined as follows:
ψµν =
(
eσ ζ eσ ψi + e
σ ζ ai
eσ ψi + e
σ ζ ai ψij + e
σ (ψi aj + ψj ai + ζ ai aj)
)
. (6.13)
Finally, the invariant ξµ and γµ can be written in terms of fields living on Σ2 as
ξµ = (ξ0, ξi) ≡ (ξ0, ~ξ) , γµ = (γ0, γi) ≡ (γ0, ~γ) . (6.14)
Therefore, in the Seifert case, the effective action ΓSeif [gij , σ, ai] is a functional of the
fields σ, gij and ai, and the appropriate renormalization prescription writes
SSeifdiff Γ
Seif [gij , σ, ai] = 0 . (6.15)
The action density Γ[gµν ] which satisfies the (strong) prescription (6.7) defines, of
course, once written in Seifert adapted coordinates, also an action density ΓSeif [gij , σ, ai]
satisfiying the (weaker) Seifert renormalization condition (6.15):
ΓSeif [gij , σ, ai] = Γ[gµν ]
∣∣
Lγ¯gµν=0
. (6.16)
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This effective action satisfies the topological anomaly equation
sSeif
∫
M3
ΓSeif [gij , σ, ai] =
c
6
∫
M3
A
(3)
1 [gij , σ, ai;ψij , ζ, ψi] , (6.17)
where the r.h.s. is obtained from A
(3)
1 [gµν , ψµν ] by evaluating it for γ¯-invariant fields (6.9).
The BRST operator sSeif in the l.h.s. of the equation above encodes topological gravity
transformations which preserves the Seifert structure
sSeif ξ
i = −1
2
L~ξ ξi + γi , sSeif γi = −L~ξ γi ,
sSeif gij = −L~ξ gij + ψij , sSeif ψij = −L~ξ ψij + L~γ gij ,
sSeif ξ
0 = −L~ξ ξ0 + γ0 , sSeif γ0 = −L~ξ γ0 + L~γ ξ0 ,
sSeif ai = −L~ξ ai − ∂iξ0 + ψi , sSeif ψi = −L~ξ ψi + ∂iγ0 + L~γ ai ,
sSeif σ = −L~ξ σ + ζ , sSeif ζ = −L~ξ ζ + L~γ σ . (6.18)
The invariant gravitational background fields split into three multiplets: one is the 2-
dimensional topological gravity multiplet (ξi, γi, gij , ψij). Then there is an abelian topo-
logical gauge multiplet (ξ0, γ0, ai ψi): their BRST properties are not just the “flat” ones,
but they are modified by the coupling to 2-dimensional gravity. Finally there is also an un-
charged scalar topological multiplet (σ, ζ): this too is coupled to 2-dimensional topological
gravity.
Writing A
(3)
1 [gij , σ, ai;ψij , ζ, ψi] in adapted coordinates
A
(3)
1 [gij , σ, ai;ψij , ζ, ψi] =
1
2
A dy ǫijdxi dxj , (6.19)
one finds the following expression for A:
A = −1
2
√
g ψij e
σ
[
DiDj f + 3Dif Dj σ + 2 f DiσDjσ + f DiDjσ
]
+
1
2
√
g eσ ψii
[
D2 f + f
(
1
2
R2 − eσ f2
)
+
5
2
Djf D
jσ +
3
2
f DjσD
jσ +
3
2
f D2 σ
]
+
1
2
ǫij eσ ψi
[
6 eσ f Djf −DjR2
+6 eσ f2Djσ −R2Djσ −Dj D2 σ −DjσD2 σ
]
+
√
g eσ ζ
[
eσ f3 − 1
2
f R2 −Di f Diσ − 1
2
f DiσD
iσ − f D2σ − 1
2
D2 f
]
.(6.20)
In (6.20), R2 is the scalar curvature constructed with the 2-dimensional metric gij and
f =
ǫij√
g
fij =
ǫij√
g
(∂i aj − ∂j ai) , (6.21)
is the scalar field dual to the U(1) field strength f (2) ≡ da.
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The important fact, now, is that A
(3)
1 [gij , σ, ai;ψij , ζ, ψi] is sSeif -trivial
A = sSeif ΓSeifWZ[gij , σ, ai] , (6.22)
where the Wess-Zumino action ΓSeifWZ is the following local functional
8
ΓSeifWZ[gij , σ, ai] =
1
2
√
g e2σ f3 −√g 1
2
eσ f R2 − 1
2
√
g eσ f D2 σ . (6.23)
ΓSeifWZ[gij , σ, ai] is a legitimate Wess-Zumino action since it is both local and invariant under
reparametrizations which preserve the Seifert structure
SSeifdiff Γ
Seif
WZ[gij , σ, ai] = 0 . (6.24)
It should be kept in mind, however, that ΓSeifWZ[gij , σ, ai] — unlike the non-local Γ[gµν ] in
eq. (6.16) — is not invariant under the full 3-dimensional Sdiff .
Hence one can define the effective action
Γ˜Seif [gij , σ, ai] ≡ ΓSeif [gij , σ, ai]− c
6
ΓSeifWZ[gij , σ, ai] , (6.25)
which is both sSeif -invariant — i.e. topological in the Seifert sense —
sSeif Γ˜
Seif [gij , σ, ai] = 0 , (6.26)
and invariant under reparametrizations which preserve γ¯
SSeifdiff Γ˜
Seif [gij , σ, ai] = 0 , (6.27)
Summarizing, we have shown that it is always possible to define through eq. (6.25)
a quantum action density Γ˜Seif [gij , σ, ai] which depends on the moduli parametrizing the
Seifert structures (which we will characterize in section 7) but not on the specific adapted
metric which one picks to quantize the theory.
7 Moduli
In this section we will identify cohomologically the parameters on which the quantum
partition function of 3d supersymmetric gauge theory depends.
In the general “non-real” case [5], the space of infinitesimal deformations of a given
supersymmetric background can be identified [34, 35] with the appropriate cohomology of
a certain differential operator ∂˜ which, loosely speaking, is the 3d generalization of the
8The topological anomaly A
(3)
1 satisfies also: A
(3)
1 = S Γ
(3)
GCS[g], where ΓGCS[g] is the gravitational Chern-
Simons action. In [8] it is pointed out that on a Seifert manifoldM there exists a natural trivialization of the
double tangent TM ⊕ TM which leads to a specific definition of the Chern-Simons invariant ΓGCS[g]. This
provides a geometric explanation of why the topological anomaly is BRST trivial in the Seifert context.
To the best of our knowledge however an explicit local Wess-Zumino functional of the adapted Seifert
metric as ΓSeifWZ [gij , σ, ai] has not been presented earlier. Note that Γ
(3)
GCS[g] evaluated for an adapted Seifert
metric and ΓSeifWZ [gij , σ, ai] differ by a not-globally defined total derivative, whose precise form is described
in appendix B.
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2-dimensional Dolbeault operator ∂¯. The cohomology of ∂˜ has not been well studied yet,
and, to our knowledge, it is not explicitly known for general 3-manifolds. On the other
hand, in the more special “real” context to which our analysis is confined one can give
a very explicit and general characterization of the space of infinitesimal deformations of
(topological) supersymmetric backgrounds.
We should also emphasize that the analysis of topological quantum anomalies contained
in the previous section makes our identification of the parameters which affect the partition
function valid both at the non-linear and the quantum level.
We have seen that supersymmetric topological backgrounds correspond to solutions of
the Killing equations
Lγ¯ g¯µν ≡ D¯µ γ¯ν + D¯ν γ¯µ = 0 . (7.1)
Given a solution {g¯µν , γ¯µ} of (7.1) we want explore nearby supersymmetric backgrounds
{g¯µν + δgµν , γµ + δγµ}. The deformations {δgµν , δγµ} must satisfy the linear equation
Lγ¯ δgµν + Lδγ g¯µν = 0 . (7.2)
Let us introduce the vector space
V0 = Γ(TM3)⊕ Sym2(TM3) , (7.3)
where Γ(TM3) is the space of vector fields on M3 and Sym2(TM3) the space of 2-index
symmetric tensors on M3. The deformation equation (7.2) describes therefore the kernel
of the linear operator
Q0 : V0 → V1 ,
Q0 : (δγ
µ, δgµν) → Lγ¯ δgµν + Lδγ g¯µν , (7.4)
where
V1 = Sym2(TM3) . (7.5)
We are interested in characterizing physical deformations, i.e. solutions of this equation
modulo gauge equivalences. Gauge-invariance includes infinitesimal diffeomorphisms
(δγµ, δgµν) ∼ (δγµ, δgµν) + (Lξδγµ,Lξδgµν) , (7.6)
where ξµ is a vector field on M3. But Lγ¯-invariant topological deformations of the metric
should also be treated as a gauge invariances
(δγµ, δgµν) ∼ (δγµ, δgµν + ψµν) , (7.7)
for any Lγ¯-invariant ψµν ,9
ψµν ∈ Syminv2 (TM3) ≡ {ψµν ∈ Sym2(TM3)
∣∣ Lγ¯ψµν = 0} . (7.8)
9The explicit form for invariant ψµν , in adapted coordinates, is given in eq. (6.13).
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We can therefore define a linear operator Q−1 which captures both gauge equiva-
lences (7.6) and (7.7)
Q−1 : V−1 → V0 ,
Q−1 : {ξµ, ψµν} → {Lξ g¯µν + ψµν ,Lξ γ¯µ} , (7.9)
where
V−1 = Γ(TM3)⊕ Syminv2 (TM3) . (7.10)
We have
Q0Q−1 = 0 . (7.11)
One can consider therefore the complex
0 → V−1 Q−→ V0 Q−→ V1 → 0 . (7.12)
The associated cohomology space
H0(Q) =
kerQ0
ImQ−1
, (7.13)
describes therefore inequivalent deformations around the Seifert structure {g¯µν , γ¯µ}. The
kernel of Q−1
kerQ−1 = H−1(Q) = {(ξµ, ψµν) : [ξ, γ¯] = 0, ψµν = −Lξ g¯µν} , (7.14)
is isomorphic to the commutant Cγ¯ of γ¯
µ in the Lie algebra of vectors fields on M3:
Cγ¯ = {γµ ∈ Γ(TM3) : [γ, γ¯] = 0} ≃ H−1(Q) . (7.15)
Consider now the map between Cγ¯ and Sym
inv
2 (TM3):
ϕ : Cγ¯ → Syminv2 (TM3) ,
ϕ : γµ → Lγ g¯µν . (7.16)
The kernel of ϕ is made of the isometries of g¯µν which commute with γ¯
µ
kerϕ = {γ : [γ, γ¯] = 0, Lγ g¯µν = 0} ⊂ Cγ¯ . (7.17)
The cokernel of ϕ is, on the other hand, characterized by the Lγ¯-invariant ψµν ’s which are
orthogonal to Imgϕ
0 =
∫
M3
γνD¯µ ψµν =
∫
M3
γνgνµ v
µ ≡ 〈γ, v〉 ∀γ ∈ Cγ¯ , (7.18)
where
vµ ≡ g¯µλD¯ν ψλν . (7.19)
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The vector vµ is Lγ¯-invariant, since g¯µν and ψµν are:
Lγ¯vµ = 0 = [γ¯, v] . (7.20)
Hence vµ ∈ Cγ¯ . But since, according to (7.18) vµ is orthogonal to whole Cγ¯ , it vanishes
vµ = g¯µλD¯ν ψλν = 0 . (7.21)
We conclude that
cokerϕ = {ψµν : Lγ¯ ψµν = 0, D¯µ ψµν = 0} , (7.22)
and therefore
Syminv2 (TM3) = Imϕ⊕ cokerϕ ≃
Cγ¯
ker ϕ
⊕ cokerϕ . (7.23)
Let us now consider the cokernel of Q0: it is characterized by the equation∫
M3
ψµν (Lγ¯ δgµν + Lδγ g¯µν) = 0 ∀ δγµ ∈ Γ(TM3) and ∀ δgµν ∈ Sym2(TM3). (7.24)
This implies
Lγ¯ ψµν = D¯µ ψµν = 0 . (7.25)
In other words
cokerQ0 = H1(Q) = cokerϕ . (7.26)
The exactness of the sequence (7.12) implies therefore
T{g¯,γ¯}M ≃ H0(Q) =
H−1(Q)⊕H1(Q)
Syminv2 (TM3)
≃ kerϕ , (7.27)
where T(γ¯,g¯)M is the tangent to the space of physical moduli of the theory at a point
{g¯µν , γ¯µ}.
Hence g¯µν-isometries which commute with γ¯
µ are in one-to-one correspondence with
non-trivial deformations of a given Seifert structure {g¯µν , γ¯µ}. γ¯µ itself, of course, is always
one of such isometries. The corresponding deformation is a rescaling of γ¯µ. Since a rescaling
of γ¯µ in the YM + CS action (3.27) can be reasorbed in a rescaling of the field A˜, the YM
+ CS partition function does not depend on this kind of deformation. In conclusion the
parameter space, which the YM + CS partition function on a Seifert manifold depends on,
is the quotient space
kerϕ/ ∼ , (7.28)
where the equivalence relation is
γ′ ∼ γ + αγ¯, γ, γ′ ∈ kerϕ , (7.29)
with α constant.
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8 The topological anomaly for the squashed spheres
Let us now consider the squashed metric on S3:
10
ds2 = g¯µν(x; l, l˜) dx
µ⊗ dxν = (l2 sin2 θ+ l˜2 cos2 θ) dθ2+ l2 cos2 θ dφ21+ l˜2 sin2 θ dφ22 , (8.1)
where φ1,2 ∈ [0, 2π] and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π2 , are the Hopf coordinates on S3.
The vector field
γ¯µ∂µ =
1
l
∂φ1 +
1
l˜
∂φ2 =
∂
∂y
, (8.2)
is, for each value of the squashing parameters (l, l˜), an isometry of g¯µν(x; l, l˜). A system of
coordinates (y, α, β) adapted to the Seifert structure corresponding to (l, l˜) is defined by
the relations
θ =
α
2
, φ1 =
y
l
+
β
2 l
+
ǫ(α, β)
l
, φ2 =
y
l˜
− β
2 l˜
+
ǫ(α, β)
l˜
, (8.3)
and their inverse
y =
l φ1 + l˜ φ2
2
− ǫ(α, β) , β = l φ1 − l˜ φ2 , α = 2 θ . (8.4)
ǫ(α, β) is an arbitrary local function which corresponds to abelian gauge transformations
along the fiber of the fibration. The squashed metric (8.1) writes in these adapted coordi-
nates as follows
ds2 = (dy + a)2 +
1
4
[
1
2
(l2 + l˜2 + (l˜2 − l2) cosα) dα2 + sin2 αdβ2
]
, (8.5)
where the abelian gauge connection a and its field strength f (2) are given by
a =
1
2
cosαdβ + d ǫ ,
f (2) = da = −1
2
sinαdα dβ . (8.6)
The curvature R2 of the 2-dimensional metric gij on the S2 base of the Seifert fibration is
R2 =
8
l2
(b4 − 1) cosα+ 2 (b4 + 1)
((b4 − 1) cosα+ b4 + 1)2 ,
√
g = l
1
4
sinα
√
b4 − 1
2
cosα+
b4 + 1
2
, (8.7)
where we introduced the ratio
b2 ≡ l˜
l
. (8.8)
10Our definitions and conventions for the Hopf coordinates for the squashed sphere are reviewed in
appendix A.
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The scalar field which is dual to the abelian field strength is therefore
f =
ǫij ∂i aj√
g
=
2
√
2
l
√
(b4 − 1) cosα+ b4 + 1 ,
√
g f =
1
2
sinα . (8.9)
We learnt in the previous section that, given g¯µν(x; l, l˜) and γ¯ =
1
l
∂φ1 +
1
l˜
∂φ2 , the
deformations of the Seifert structure are associated to the isometries which commute with
γ¯ modulo γ¯. For generic (l, l˜) the isometries which commute with γ¯ are ∂φ1 and ∂φ2 . Hence
we see that b2 parametrizes precisely the inequivalent deformations of the Seifert structure
around a generic point b 6= 1. The point b = 1 corresponds to the “round” sphere, which
has an enhanced symmetry SU(2)L×SU(2)R. Around this point more general deformations
are possible, since the isometries which commute with, let us say, JR3 form the full SU(2)L.
Let us compute the topological anomaly for the squashed sphere metric g¯µν(x; l, l˜).
Since A
(3)
1 [gµν , ψµν ] depends only on the conformal class of the metric, we can take, without
loss of generality
l = 1 , l˜ = b2 (8.10)
and put g¯µν(x; 1, b
2) ≡ g¯µν(x; b). Then
ψ¯µν(x; b) = b ∂b g¯µν(x; b) =

4 b
4 cos2 θ 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 4 b4 sin2 θ ,

 (8.11)
where the b-derivative is taken by keeping the Hopf coordinates constant. It is easy to
verify that the topological anomaly for these backgrounds vanishes for all b’s:
A
(3)
1 [g¯, ψ¯] = 0 . (8.12)
This implies that the effective action Γ[gµν ] evalutated for the squashed sphere metric
g¯µν(x; b) is independent of b:
b ∂bΓ[g¯µν(x; b)] = b ∂b Γ
Seif [g¯ij(X; b), σ¯(X; b), a¯i(X; b)] = 0 , (8.13)
where X(x; b) ≡ (y, α, β) are the coordinates adapted to the Seifert structure
parametrized by b2.
However, we explained in section 6 that Γ[gµν ] is not the action renormalized with the
correct Seifert prescrition (6.15). The action Γ˜Seif [gij , σ, ai] renormalized according to the
Seifert prescription is given by (6.25). When this latter action is evaluated on g¯µν(x; b),
one obtains
Γ˜Seif [g¯ij , σ¯, a¯i] = Γ
Seif [g¯ij(X; b), σ¯(X; b), a¯i(X; b)]− c
6
ΓSeifWZ[g¯ij(X; b), σ¯(X; b), a¯i(X; b)].
(8.14)
We have just shown that, due to (8.12), the first (non-local) term in the r.h.s. of the equation
above is b-independent. But the second (local) one is not. Indeed, by plugging (8.7)
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inside (6.23) one computes
ΓSeifWZ[g¯ij(X; b), σ¯(X; b), a¯i(X; b)] =
∫
1
2
√
g f (f2 −R2)
= −(2π)2 (b2 + 1
b2
)
, (8.15)
which therefore encodes the whole dependence of the Seifert partition function on b2:
Zsquashed(b) = ei Γ˜
Seif [g¯ij ,σ¯,a¯i] = ei
4pi2 c
3
[ 1
2
(b2+ 1
b2
)−1] Zsquashed(1) , (8.16)
where Zsquashed(1) is the partition function on the “round” sphere, corresponding to b = 1.
Let us compare the anomaly equation (8.16) with the YM+CS partition function on
the squashed sphere computed directly by means of localization in [32], taking for simplicity
the case of SU(2) gauge group
Zsquashed(b) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
2π i
e−
i k x2
8pi sinh
i x b
2
sinh
i x
2 b
. (8.17)
Here the exponential in the integrand comes from the value of the action on the saddle point,
while the hyperbolic sine factors are the results of the 1-loop determinants. Expressing
the sinh factors in terms of exponentials, the integration reduces to the sum of Gaussian
integrals:
Zsquashed(b) = e
i pi
2 k
(b2+ 1
b2
)− i pi
4 ZCFTCS , (8.18)
where
ZCFTCS =
√
2
k
sin
π
k
(8.19)
is the round sphere SU(2) CS partition function, obtained by means of surgery from the
CFT modular transformations of the WZW 2d conformal model. The result (8.18) ob-
tained by direct computation agrees with our prediction (8.16) obtained from the topolog-
ical anomaly and the Wess-Zumino Seifert action, once we insert the topological anomaly
coefficient for SU(2), cSU(2) =
1
4π
3
k
.
9 Conclusions
The current paradigm for localization relies on spinorial global supercharges. Since the
fate and properties of quantum global symmetries are best studied by introducing back-
ground fields coupled to currents, the same paradigm has lead to studying the coupling of
“physical” supersymmetric theories to off-shell supergravity. In particular the search for
globally supersymmetric models has been reduced to the study of generalized covariantly
constant spinors.
In this paper we proposed an alternative route. Localization is naturally understood in
terms of topological scalar supercharges — i.e. in terms of topological theories and BRST
symmetries. In this framework it is the coupling of topological field theories to topological
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gravity, not supergravity, which is relevant. For this reason we worked out the coupling of
both CS and topological Yang Mills theory — i.e. of a generic vector twisted supermultiplet
— to topological gravity. The BRST structure of the Chern-Simons supermultiplet looks
very different from that of the topological YM theory, when the latter is presented in its fa-
miliar formulation valid in arbitrary dimension. We exhibited, however, a new formulation
of the BRST transformations of topological YM in 3d purely in terms of the CS supermul-
tiplet. This allowed us to derive a unique (anomalous) Ward identity which characterizes
the coupling of a 3d generic twisted vector supermultiplet to topological gravity.
One first advantage of the topological gravity viewpoint is that the structure of topo-
logical gravity is the same in all dimensions, a fact which makes the characterization of
supersymmetric bosonic backgrounds straightforward. For example, in the context of 3d
gauge theories which is the one of this paper, we have seen that the Seifert condition
emerges quite immediately without the need to go through generalized covariantly con-
stant spinors or similar indirect routes peculiar to other approaches. Moreover we have
found that, in the 3d context, the off-shell coupling of topological (YM+CS) gauge theories
to topological gravity is easily achieved by suitably covariantizing the “rigid” coboundary
BRST operator with a universal term which is the form-contraction with the super-ghost
field of topological gravity. We also discovered that the anti-fields of the BV formulations
of CS theory are nothing but the auxiliary fields which are required to close off-shell the
topological supersymmetry algebra.
But the real payoff of the topological approach was that it made straightforward to
identify the subset of local topological transformations which preserves the Seifert back-
grounds. These turned out to be 2d topological gravity transformations coupled to topologi-
cal abelian gauge transformations. This allowed us to give a cohomological characterization
of the Seifert background moduli. Moreover we were able to explicitly solve the anomalous
Ward identity associated to topological transformations of the gravitational background.
The solution involved a Wess-Zumino local action, invariant under the reparametrizations
which preserve the Seifert structure.
The triviality of the topological (framing) 3d anomaly when restricted on Seifert back-
grounds shows, rigorously and in a completely regularization independent way, that the
quantum effective action of the gauge theory on Seifert manifold depends on the Seifert
moduli but not on the specific metric adapted to the Seifert structure which one picks
to quantize the theory. The Wess-Zumino Seifert action also completely determines the
dependence of the partition function on the Seifert moduli. We explicitly showed this in
the case of the squashed sphere, for which we recovered the dependence of the partition
function on the squashing modulus without computing any functional determinant.
Our discussion in this paper was restricted to (twisted) vector supermultiplets in 3d. It
would be interesting to extend our results to (twisted) chiral matter. To do this it would be
necessary to work out the coupling of topological chiral matter to topological gravitational
backgrounds: something which, to our knowledge, has not be done yet.11 The dependence
on the Seifert moduli of the quantum effective action of chiral theories is considerably more
11The BRST structure of rigid topological chiral matter in 3d has been described in [36].
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complicated than that of vector supermultiplets. We expect therefore that the coupling
of topological chiral theories to topological gravitational backgrounds involves some new
ingredients. It would be equally interesting to apply our methods to higher dimensions.
Realizing this program might reduce the computation of the dependence on the moduli of
quantum effective actions of localizable theories to the solution of appropriate anomalous
Ward identities. We hope to come back to these problems in the future.
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A Squashed 3-spheres in the Hopf coordinates
Let us start from the beginning and construct the squashed metric from C2
ds2 = |dz1|2 + |dz2|2 (A.1)
where
z1 = ρ1 e
i φ1 z2 = ρ2 e
i φ2 (A.2)
The S3 is obtained by embedding the hypersurface
ρ2 ≡ ρ
2
1
l2
+
ρ22
l˜2
= 1 (A.3)
in C2 , which gives
ρ1 = l cos θ ρ2 = l˜ sin θ 0 ≤ θ ≤ π
2
(A.4)
Hence
ds2 =
∑
i=1,2
|dρi + i ρi dφi|2 = dρ21 + dρ22 + ρ21 dφ21 + ρ22 dφ22
=
(
l2 sin2 θ + l˜2 cos2 θ
)
dθ2 + l2 cos2 θ dφ21 + l˜
2 sin2 θ dφ22 (A.5)
and the Killing vector which gives the Seifert structure is
γ¯µ∂µ =
1
l
∂φ1 +
1
l˜
∂φ2 (A.6)
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B Gravitational CS action and the Seifert WZ action
The topological anomaly is, by definition, non-trivial: there is no local functional of the
3-dimensional metric, trasforming as a 3-form, whose BRST variation gives the anomaly.
As a matter of fact, one has
A
(3)
1 = sΓ
(3)
GCS(g) (B.1)
where Γ
(3)
GCS is the 3-dimensional gravitational Chern-Simons action
Γ
(3)
GCS(g) = Tr
(
1
2
Γ dΓ +
1
3
Γ3
)
(B.2)
Since Γ
(3)
GCS(g) is not a globally defined 3-form on M3, A
(3)
1 is indeed non-trivial.
Let us discuss the relation between the Seifert Wess-Zumino action (6.23) and the
gravitational CS action (1.5). Let us introduce the 3-form
Γ
(3) Seif
WZ = Γ
Seif
WZ dy
1
2
ǫijdx
i dxj (B.3)
Then of course
s
∫
M3
(
Γ
(3) Seif
WZ − Γ(3)GCS[gij , σ, ai]
)
= 0 (B.4)
where
Γ
(3)
GCS[gij , σ, ai] ≡ Γ(3)GCS[g]
∣∣
Lγ¯ g
(B.5)
is the gravitational CS action evaluated for the metric adapted to the Seifert struc-
ture (6.10).
Therefore, there exists a local 2-form Ω(2) such that
Γ
(3) Seif
WZ − Γ(3)GCS[gij , σ, ai] = dΩ(2) (B.6)
It turns out that
Ω(2) =
1
4
√
g f ǫij g
jk Γilk dx
l dy (B.7)
Γ
(3)
GCS is not a globally defined 3-form: This fact is expressed by
Sdiff Γ
(3)
GCS = dQ
(2)
1 (B.8)
where Sdiff is the BRST operator associated to 3-dimensional diffeomorphisms:
Sdiff = Lξ − {iξ, d} (B.9)
with ξ = ξµ ∂µ the reparametrization ghost in 3-dimensions. Q
(2)
1 is the reparametrization
anomaly in 2 dimensions:
Q
(2)
1 =
1
2
TrM dΓ =
1
2
∂µ ξ
νdΓµν (B.10)
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Γ
(3) Seif
WZ also is not invariant under Sdiff . However we can consider reparametrization ghosts
ξµ which are invariant under the Reeb vector γ¯µ. Let us denote by SSeifdiff the reparametriza-
tion BRST operator associated to such invariant reparametrization ghosts. The symmetry
associated to SSeifdiff is the one corresponding to 2-dimensional diffeomorphisms and abelian
gauge transformations.
Although Γ
(3)
GCS[gij , σ, ai] is not invariant even under the restricted S¯diff , Γ
(3) Seif
WZ is
invariant:
SSeifdiff Γ
(3) Seif
WZ = 0 (B.11)
as it is manifest from (6.23). This equations expresses the fact that Γ
(3) Seif
WZ is a form under
reparametrizations which do not change the Seifert structure. Hence
SSeifdiff
(
Γ
(3)
GCS[gij , σ, ai] + dΩ
(2)
)
= d
(
Q
(2)
1 + S
Seif
diff Ω
(2)
)
(B.12)
We conclude that
Q
(2)
1 = S
Seif
diff Ω
(2) + dΩ
(1)
1 (B.13)
In other words the functional Ω(2) trivializes the 2-dimensional gravitational anomaly: this
is possibile since Ω(2) is a functional not only of the 2-dimensional metric gij but also of
the abelian field strength f .
C Chern-Simons supergravity actions
The bosonic fields of 3d N = 2 supergravity include, beyond the metric gµν , two gauge
fields Aµ, Vµ and a scalar H. Let us denote by Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] the (non-local) effective
action renormalized according to a prescription which preserves full reparametrizations
and gauge invariance.12 For matter theories which involve only vector multiplets, the
dependence on the supergravity bosonic backgrounds can be removed by subtracting from
Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] a local Chern-Simons supergravity action
Γc.t.[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] =
1
2
∫
M3
[
Tr
(
ω dω +
2
3
ω3
)
+ 4
(
A− 3
2
V
)
d
(
A− 3
2
V
)
+(fermions)
]
(C.1)
where ω is the gravitational spin-connection. The resulting effective action
Γ˜ = Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H]− Γc.t.[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] (C.2)
does not depend on gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H but it is not invariant under either “large” reparametriza-
tions or “large” gauge transformations.
12By “full” invariance we mean invariance under both “small” and “large” gauge and coordinate trans-
formations.
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The bosonic supergravity backgrounds corresponding to the supersymmetric squashed
sphere are
A¯ = −1
2
(
1− 1
b f
)
dφ1 +
1
2
(
1− b
f
)
dφ2 V¯ = 0
f2 ≡ (b−2 sin2 θ + b2 cos2 θ)
H¯ = − i
f
(C.3)
The action (C.1) when evalutated for these backgrounds gives
Γc.t.[g¯µν , A¯µ, V¯µ, H¯] = 2π
2 (b− 1
b
)2 (C.4)
This non-trivial b dependence comes entirely from the gauge part of the Chern-Simons su-
pergravity action (C.1): the gravitational part of (C.1) gives a b-independent contribution.
Since Γ˜ is independent of the bosonic backgrounds, its value for the squashed sphere
does not depend on b. Hence the (non-local) reparametrization invariant and gauge invari-
ant effective action Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] evaluated for the backgrounds (C.3) gives
Γ[g¯µν , A¯µ, V¯µ, H¯] = Γc.t.[g¯µν , A¯µ, V¯µ, H¯] = 2π
2
(
b− 1
b
)2
(C.5)
up to a b-independent constant. However, as we explained in section (6), neither
Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] nor Γ˜ is the effective action renormalized with the prescription which
is appropriate for quantization on Seifert manifolds. The Seifert quantum action is ob-
tained from Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] by subtracting local counterterms which preserve invariance
under reparametrizations and gauge transformations which are compatible with the Seifert
structure and, at the same time, restore the symmetry under topological transformations
of metric and gauge fields which do not change the Seifert moduli.
In section 6 we showed that the appropriate local gravitational counterterm is propor-
tional to the Seifert Wess-Zumino action (6.23). In the supergravity framework we have to
add to this the analogous gauge local counterterm, to obtain13
ΓSeifc.t. = Γ
Seif
WZ[gij , σ, ai] + 4Γ
Seif
gauge[φ,A
′] (C.6)
where
ΓSeifgauge[φ,A
′] =
∫ (
1
2
k dk φ2 + k F ′ φ
)
(C.7)
In these formulas, k is the contact form associated to the Seifert structure
k(γ¯) = 1 (C.8)
γ¯ is the Reeb Killing vector field and
φ = iγ¯(A) A = k φ+A
′ F ′ = dA′ Lγ¯ A′ = iγ¯(A′) = 0 (C.9)
is a gauge-background compatible with the Seifert structure.
13The factor 4 in front of the gauge counterterm is dictated by the presence of the same factor in (C.1).
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ΓSeifgauge[φ,A
′] is invariant under reparametrizations which preserve the Seifert struc-
ture. Its topological variation reproduces the topological gauge anomaly encoded in the 3d
Abelian Chern-Simons action:
sΓSeifgauge[φ,A
′] =
∫ [
χk (d k φ+ F ′) + ψ′ d (k φ)
]
=
∫
ψ F
sA = ψ = k χ+ ψ′ s φ = χ sA′ = ψ′ (C.10)
The important point is that ΓSeifgauge[φ,A
′] coincides with 3d Chern-Simons action
ΓCS[A] =
1
2
∫
AdA (C.11)
when this is evalutated on gauge backgrounds of the Seifert form (C.9)
ΓCS[A] = Γ
Seif
gauge[φ,A
′] (C.12)
Therefore the Seifert gauge counterterms when evaluated for the squashed sphere back-
grounds gives the very same function of b (C.4) which is produced by the gauge countert-
erms in (C.1)
4 ΓSeifgauge[φ¯, A¯
′] = 2π2
(
b− 1
b
)2
(C.13)
where φ¯ and A¯′ are the squashed sphere backgrounds
γ¯ = b ∂φ1 +
1
b
∂φ2 φ¯ = −
1
2
(
b− 1
b
)
(C.14)
This means that when one evaluates the effective action renormalized with the Seifert
prescription
Γ˜Seif = Γ[gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H]− ΓSeifc.t. [gµν , Aµ, Vµ, H] (C.15)
on the squashed sphere backgrounds, the dependence on b associated to the gauge coun-
terterms drops out and one is left with the dependence on b dictated by the gravitational
Seifert Wess-Zumino action (6.23)
Γ˜Seif [g¯µν , A¯µ, V¯µ, H¯] = Γ[g¯µν , A¯µ, V¯µ, H¯]− ΓSeifc.t. [g¯µν , A¯µ, V¯µ, H¯]
= 2π2
(
b− 1
b
)2
− ΓSeifWZ[g¯ij , σ¯, a¯i]− 2π2
(
b− 1
b
)2
= −ΓSeifWZ[g¯ij , σ¯, a¯i] = −(2π)2
(
b2 +
1
b2
)
(C.16)
in agreement with the result we obtained in the topological framework.
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